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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
 
Amcor Flexibles, Inc.      : 
          -vs-       : 11-0033 
Commonwealth Edison Company    : 
        : 
Complaint pursuant to Sections 9-250 and   : 
10-108 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act   : 
(220 ILCS 5/9-250 and 220 ILCS 511 0-1 08)   : 
and Section 200.170 of the Rules of Practice : 
(83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.170).    : 
 

PROPOSED ORDER 

By the Commission: 

I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY   

 

On January 11, 2011, Amcor Flexibles, Inc. (“Amcor” or “Complainant”) filed a 
formal Complaint with the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) against 
Commonwealth Edison Company (“Respondent” or “ComEd”) pursuant to Sections 9-
250 and 10-108 of the Public Utilities Act (“Act”) and Section 200.170 of the Rules of 
Practice of the Commission.  The Complaint challenges ComEd’s charges of 
$62,190.97 to Amcor for alleged unbilled delivery services provided to its manufacturing 
facility located in Mundelein, Illinois. 

 

Pursuant to notice given in accordance with the law and rules of the Commission, 
a prehearing conference was held on February 17, 2011 before a duly authorized 
Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) of the Commission at its offices in Chicago, Illinois.  
Thereafter, numerous status hearings were held. Both Amcor and ComEd appeared by 
their respective counsel at each hearing.  

 
On December 22, 2011, Amcor and ComEd jointly filed a Stipulation of Facts and 

Undisputed Testimony (“Stipulation”).  In the Stipulation, the parties agreed that the 
Stipulation would constitute the entire evidentiary record in this matter and therefore no 
evidentiary hearing would be held in this proceeding.  

 
Numerous motions were filed and briefed by the parties and subsequently ruled 

on by the ALJ, including several Motions to Strike and a Motion in Limine.  Consistent 
with the Stipulation and the parties’ agreed upon schedule, Amcor filed a Motion for 
Judgment (“Amcor Motion”) on August 22, 2012.  ComEd filed, on October 16, 2012, a 
Cross-Motion for Judgment on the Complaint (“ComEd Cross-Motion”) together with 
Respondent’s Response in Opposition to the Complainant’s Motion for Judgment and in 
Support of Cross-Motion for Judgment in Favor of the Respondent on the Complaint 
(“ComEd Response”).  On November 2, 2012, Amcor timely filed a Reply in Support of 



 

 

Its Motion for Judgment (“Amcor Reply”) and on November 5, 2012, Amcor filed a 
Response to ComEd’s Cross-Motion for Judgment (“Amcor Response”) together with a  
Motion to File Response to ComEd’s Cross-Motion for Judgment (“Amcor Motion to File 
Response”).  Thereafter, on November 13, 2012, ComEd filed a Reply to Amcor’s 
Response on Respondent’s Cross-Motion for Judgment on the Complaint (“ComEd 
Reply”). 

 
On March 12, 2013, the parties presented oral arguments before the ALJ in 

support of their respective Motions for Judgment. On June 21, 2013, the record was 
marked “Heard and Taken.” 

 
II. COMPLAINANT’S POSITION   

 

A. Background   

 Amcor explains that it manufactures flexible packaging products for food, 
beverage, medical and other industries at its Mundelein Plant, employing approximately 
350 people. The Mundelein Plant has been in operation by either Amcor or its 
predecessors since 1971.  Amcor manufactures its packaging using heavy equipment 
known as extrusion lines. (Stipulation at ¶ 9).   

 In 2008 Amcor decided to add a new extrusion line at the Mundelein Plant.  In 
August 2008, Amcor contacted ComEd regarding the need to upgrade the electricity 
service at the Mundelein Plant to accommodate the new extrusion line, indicating that 
the new extrusion line would increase Amcor’s load by an estimated 1000kW. (Id. at ¶ 
10). According to Amcor, ComEd and Amcor installed equipment to accommodate the 
expected increased load from the new extrusion line, which was completed in April 
2009. (Id. at ¶ 11-12).  Amcor notes that in April 2009, ComEd also replaced meter 
number 140384879 (the “Replaced Meter”) with meter number 141521021. (Id. at ¶ 13). 
Amcor did not operate the new extrusion line until after the Replaced Meter was 
replaced.  (Id. at ¶ 14).   

 On December 8, 2009, ComEd sent Amcor a letter, a copy of which is attached 
to the Stipulation as Exhibit B, asserting that the Replaced Meter was programmed with 
an incorrect “scaling factor,” so that “the meter did not register all of the usage flowing 
and underbilled Amcor’s Account by almost one-third.”  (Id. at ¶ 17).  Amcor states that 
ComEd then claimed that it was entitled to back-bill Amcor for unbilled delivery charges 
from December 2007 through April 2009 in the amount of $62,190.07.  ComEd 
calculated the amount it claims should have been billed to Amcor by tripling the amount 
of power usage reported by the Replaced Meter for various periods, and then applying 
applicable rates and other charges. (Id. at ¶ 18). ComEd calculated the amount of the 
back-bill by subtracting the amount actually billed from the amount that ComEd claims 
should have been billed.  (Id.).   

Amcor has disputed the back-bill since December 2009 and has not made any 
payments on the bill.  (Id. at ¶ 19).  Amcor observes that the parties have had several 
communications regarding the back-bill but were unable to resolve the dispute.  
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1. How the Replaced Meter Billed  
 
 The Replaced Meter was a solid state meter and therefore it did not have a 
mechanical wheel that turns as current runs through the meter.  However, Amcor notes 
that a solid state meter is programmed to mimic the function of a mechanical wheel (i.e., 
it has a “virtual disk”).  (Id. at ¶ 23).  The “meter engine” calculates the energy 
(measured in watt-hours) running through the meter by multiplying the voltage, the 
current and time (voltage x amps x hours = watt-hours).  The meter engine sends this 
information to the “microcontroller.”  (Id. at ¶ 24).  In the absence of a scaling factor, the 
microcontroller would send one “billing pulse” to the internal billing memory for every .05 
watt-hours of power flowing through the meter.  Further, every 24 billing pulses (totaling 
1.2 watt-hours) equates to one “revolution” of the virtual disk.  For every revolution of 
the virtual disk, the microcontroller sends one test pulse to the “optiport,” an external 
port from which readings can be taken.  (Id. at ¶  25).  Amcor further notes that in the 
absence of a scaling factor, the microcontroller would send 24 pulses to the billing 
memory for every “revolution” of the virtual disk, leading to a “counts per revolution” 
(“CPR”) of 24.  (Id. at ¶ 26).   

 The scaling factor is either programmed into the meter by ComEd at its meter 
shop or by the manufacturer.  (Id. at ¶ 27).  The scaling factor determines how many 
pulses are sent to the billing memory for billing purposes.  Specifically, a scaling factor 
of 6 means that the microcontroller sends one pulse to the billing memory for every 6 
units of .05 watt-hours (i.e., 0.3 watt-hours of power flowing through the meter for every 
billing pulse, because 6 x .05 = 0.3).  The scaling factor, however, does not impact the 
amount of power in a revolution of the virtual disk.  Therefore, for every revolution of the 
virtual disk (i.e., 1.2 watt-hours), the microcontroller would send four pulses to the billing 
memory (1.2 ÷ 0.3 = 4).  Thus, a scaling factor of 6 leads to a CPR of 4.  (Id.). The 
scaling factor does not affect the test pulse.  Regardless of the scaling factor, one test 
pulse should be generated for every revolution of the virtual disk (i.e., every 1.2 watt-
hours of power flowing through the meter).  (Id. at ¶ 29). 

 To gather information for billing, according to Amcor, a meter reader puts a probe 
in the optiport to download the number of pulses that have been sent to the billing 
memory during the billing period.  The meter reader then transmits this information to a 
computer that runs ComEd’s billing software.  (Id. at ¶ 30).  The billing software includes 
a database with a list of different meter types and their corresponding CPRs.  The billing 
software calculates a customer’s electricity usage from the number of pulses in the 
billing memory, adjusted according to the CPR applicable to the customer’s meter type.  
(Id. at ¶ 31).  

 Amcor asserts that ComEd was supposed to program the Replaced Meter with a 
scaling factor of 2 (resulting in a CPR of 12).  (Id. at ¶ 32).  However, ComEd contends 
that it erroneously programmed the Replaced Meter with a scaling factor of 6 (resulting 
in a CPR of 4).  Amcor notes that for this reason, ComEd contends that Amcor was 
billed for only one-third of the power that it used.  (Id. at ¶ 33). 
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2. Testing of the Replaced Meter  
 
 The Replaced Meter was installed at Amcor’s premises on or about August 1, 
2005.  ComEd performed a pre-installation test on the Replaced Meter on July 19, 
2005.  Amcor contends that ComEd did not perform additional testing on the Replaced 
Meter prior to the Replaced Meter’s removal from service for Amcor’s account in April 
2009.  (Id. at ¶ 21). 

 When ComEd tested the Replaced Meter, before installation, it tested only the 
test pulses sent to the “optiport.”  In other words, ComEd confirmed that, for every 1.2 
watt-hours of power flowing into the Replaced Meter, the optiport received one test 
pulse. (Id. at ¶ 34).  Before installation, ComEd did not confirm that the microcontroller 
on the Replaced Meter was sending the information to the billing memory based on a 
scaling factor of 2, or that the information downloaded by the meter reader was 
accurate.  Thus, Amcor notes that ComEd did not test whether the microcontroller was 
sending 12 billing pulses to the billing memory for every revolution of the virtual disk 
(i.e., 1.2 watt-hours of power flowing into the Replaced Meter), or whether a meter 
reader inserting a probe into the optiport would download the correct number of pulses 
per watt-hour of power. (Id. at ¶ 35).  

 ComEd did not perform any post-installation test of the Replaced Meter until it 
was removed from service four years after installation (i.e., not within 90 days of 
installation, and not under load). (Stipulation, paragraph 21). 

 The following allegations are contained in the record for purposes of 
consideration of Amcor’s Motion in Limine only. On September 24, 2009, Thomas 
Rumsey, System Meter Mechanic Special for ComEd, tested the Replaced Meter and 
determined that one test pulse was sent to the optiport for every 1.2 watt-hours of power 
flowing through the Replaced Meter.  He then conducted a “long diagnostic” 
examination and found that the scaling factor was inaccurate.  In particular, Mr. Rumsey 
determined that ComEd had programmed the Replaced Meter with a scaling factor of 6 
(resulting in a CPR of 4) rather than the correct scaling factor of 2 (resulting in a CPR of 
12).  (Id. at ¶ 36). Mr. Rumsey kept the Replaced Meter at the meter shop for 13 months 
and, on October 25, 2010, the Replaced Meter was discarded and cannot be found. 
Stipulation, paragraph 37. Significantly, this occurred only one day after the 
Commission closed Amcor’s Informal Complaint because it was unable to resolve the 
parties’ dispute. Stipulation, paragraphs 4, 20. Prior to disposing of the Replaced Meter, 
Mr. Rumsey was not told to retain it, nor was he told that there was an ongoing dispute 
related to the Replaced Meter. Stipulation, paragraph 38. 

B. Amcor’s Argument  

 Motion in Limine 

 
 ComEd removed the meter at issue from service in April 2009, and 
allegedly tested it in September 2009 to determine if it was billing properly.  ComEd then 
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threw the meter away without giving Amcor notice and before Amcor could test it.  
Indeed, ComEd disposed of the meter when formal litigation was imminent—
immediately after proceedings related to Amcor’s Informal Complaint had concluded 
without resolution of the parties’ dispute.  Amcor asserts that ComEd’s disposal of the 
meter in these circumstances was an egregious violation of its duty to preserve 
evidence.  By so disposing of the meter, ComEd deprived Amcor of its ability to contest 
ComEd’s claims by testing the meter to determine if it in fact under-reported electricity 
usage.  The only appropriate and fair sanction, to negate the prejudice that Amcor has 
suffered because ComEd improperly disposed of the meter, is to prohibit ComEd from 
introducing evidence that the meter under-reported electricity usage, including but not 
limited to ComEd’s evidence relating to its alleged testing of the meter in September 
2009. 
 
 ComEd had a duty to preserve the Replaced Meter.  Amcor notes that the Illinois 
Supreme Court made it clear that potential litigants have a duty to take reasonable 
measures to preserve the integrity of relevant and material evidence before litigation is 
filed.  Shimanovsky v. General Motors Corporation, 181 Ill.2d 112, 121-22, 692 N.E.2d 
286, 290 (Ill. 1998).  Shimonovsky, as well as many other Illinois cases following 
Shimonovsky, have also held that courts may sanction litigants who dispose of evidence 
in violation of this duty.  Amcor notes that the Commission’s rules of procedure are 
analogous to the Supreme Court’s rules of procedure, and that the Commission should 
protect the integrity of its proceedings by sanctioning litigants who destroy evidence 
when proceedings are imminent. 

 Amcor notes that ComEd knew or reasonably should have known that further 
litigation was imminent because (a) Amcor had consistently disputed the back-charge 
since ComEd had sent its demand letter, (b) ComEd’s in-house counsel had 
communicated with Amcor’s outside counsel about the dispute, and (c) the Commission 
had closed Amcor’s Informal Complaint on the grounds that it could not resolve the 
parties’ dispute.  Amcor also noted that the fact that ComEd disposed of the Replaced 
Meter the day after the Commission closed the Informal Complaint was suspicious.  
Amcor also noted that ComEd’s failure to take any action to collect the back-charge 
after the Commission closed the Informal Complaint is evidence that ComEd knew a 
formal Complaint was imminent. 

 Amcor also cites to a number of Illinois cases that have addressed the issue of a 
party destroying the central physical evidence in the case, and that these courts have 
held that a party such as Amcor should not be forced to rely on ComEd’s alleged testing 
results.  As a matter of sound public policy, an expert should not be permitted 
intentionally or negligently to destroy such evidence and then substitute his or her own 
description of it.  ComEd’s destruction of the key evidence in this case deprived Amcor 
of the ability to conduct any inspections or tests of the Replaced Meter. ComEd has 
thus made it impossible for Amcor to respond to ComEd’s claims that the Replaced 
Meter under-billed, much less its claims that it tested the Replaced Meter and 
determined that ComEd had programmed the wrong scaling factor into it. 
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 Amcor argues that the appropriate sanction, the only one that can negate the 
prejudice that Amcor has suffered at ComEd’s hands, is to prohibit ComEd from 
presenting claims and evidence that, because of ComEd’s actions, Amcor cannot 
rebut—the claims that the meter under-billed and ComEd’s alleged testing results. 
 
 Finally, Amcor argues that there is evidence that ComEd did not act in good faith.  
To begin with, the Replaced Meter was obviously critical evidence in the dispute.  If 
common sense was not enough, Amcor notes that multiple Illinois Courts have 
recognized that a party’s conduct in keeping custody and control of evidence in order to 
test it is evidence that it knew the evidence was important to the dispute.  Amcor argues 
that ComEd also kept the Replaced Meter while it asserted the Back-Charge Claim, 
while the parties were attempting to resolve their dispute, after ComEd threatened to 
shut-off Amcor’s electricity, and while the Informal Complaint was pending; it only 
destroyed the Replaced Meter when formal litigation was imminent.  Equally significant, 
Amcor notes that ComEd’s lawyers were aware of and involved in the dispute, and 
should have known of ComEd’s obligation to preserve evidence. 
 
Merits 

 
 If the Commission grants Amcor’s Motion in Limine, then ComEd has no 
evidence to support its back-charge.  ComEd has no evidence to show that the 
Replaced Meter under-billed, or that the Replaced Meter was programmed with the 
wrong scaling factor.   
 
 Even if ComEd could provide evidence that the Replaced Meter under-billed, 
however, Amcor argues that ComEd is still barred from asserting a back-charge against 
Amcor. Amcor argues that ComEd failed to test the meter as required by 83 Ill. Adm. 
Code Sections 410.155 and 410.160.  Therefore, ComEd is barred from adjusting 
ComEd’s bill by Section 410.200(h)(1) of the Commission’s rules. 
 First, Amcor notes that Section 410.155 required ComEd to conduct an 
inspection of the Replaced Meter under load and within 90 days after installation to 
determine “if the meter is accurately measuring customer energy consumption.”  In 
Paragraph 21 of the Stipulation, Amcor notes that ComEd agreed that it did not perform 
any post-installation test of the Replaced Meter until it was removed from service four 
years after installation (i.e., not within 90 days of installation, and not under load).  (Id. at 
¶ 21).  Therefore, Amcor argues that ComEd violated Section 410.155. 
 
 Second, Amcor argues that ComEd’s pre-installation testing was inadequate to 
satisfy Section 410.160. Amcor notes that Section 410.160 required ComEd to conduct 
an “initial test” of the Replaced Meter, in the meter shop before installation, and “the 
accuracy of the meter shall be within the tolerances permitted by this Part.”  According 
to Amcor, ComEd admits in the Stipulation that it only tested whether the meter engine 
and microcontroller parts of the Replaced Meter sent proper test pulses (Id. at ¶ 34); it 
never tested whether the microcontroller sent the proper number of billing pulses to the 
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billing memory, or whether the billing memory reported the proper number of pulses 
when read.  (Id. at ¶ 35). 
 
 Third, Amcor argues that if a meter gives the wrong information when read, it is 
not accurate.  According to Amcor, ComEd only tested part of the Replaced Meter, not 
the entire meter.  Because ComEd never tested the Replaced Meter to see if it was 
reporting accurate information when read, Amcor argues that ComEd failed to test the 
entire Replaced Meter to determine that it was accurate, and ComEd’s pre-installation 
testing failed to comply with Section 410.160. 

 Finally, Amcor contends that to the extent that ComEd failed to conduct the 
testing required by either Section 410.155 or 410.160, then Section 410.200(h)(1) 
prohibits ComEd from adjusting Amcor’s bill for “under-registration if all testing and 
accuracy requirements of this Part have not been met.”  Amcor notes that Sections 
410.155 and 410.160 constitute some of the “testing and accuracy requirements of this 
Part.”  Amcor notes that even ComEd (in its correspondence before the litigation 
commenced) explicitly stated that the Replaced Meter under-registered and did not 
register all of Amcor’s electrical usage. Thus, Amcor argues that ComEd is prohibited 
from back-billing it since ComEd failed to conduct a post-installation inspection as 
required by Section 410.155, and since ComEd’s pre-installation testing did not 
determine whether the Replaced Meter was accurate. 

C. Responses to ComEd’s Arguments  
 

Amcor characterizes ComEd’s response as arguing that words do not mean what 
they ordinarily mean.  ComEd argues that a meter that under-reports Amcor’s electricity 
usage is nevertheless “accurate,” and that a test of a meter that does not look at 
whether the meter is giving accurate information for billing the customer is nevertheless 
a sufficient test of meter accuracy.  Amcor contends that ComEd’s arguments violate 
the fundamental tenet of statutory interpretation that words be given “their plain and 
ordinary meaning.”  (Illinois Insurance Guaranty Fund v. Virginia Surety Company, Inc., 
2012 WL 4858995 at 6 (1st App. Dist. 2012)).  

1. Response to Arguments Concerning ComEd’s Violation of 
Section 410.155  

 
ComEd asserts that “Amcor is flatly wrong in asserting that ‘ComEd did not test 

the Replaced Meter within 90 days of installing it’” because ComEd tested the meter on 
July 19, 2005 (i.e., prior to the August 1, 2005 installation of that meter).  (ComEd 
Response at 14).  Amcor argues that, since Section 410.155 requires a “post-
installation inspection” to be made “under load” and “[w]ithin 90 days after installation,” 
ComEd’s argument simply makes no sense.  ComEd also references its alleged testing 
in September 2009, after the Replaced Meter was removed from service (Id. at 14-15); 
Amcor argues that since this testing occurred more than four years after installation of 
the Replaced Meter (as opposed to within 90 days after installation), and was not 
conducted “under load,” ComEd’s response is simply irrelevant. 
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Amcor notes that in Paragraph 21 of the Stipulation, ComEd acknowledges that it 
did not perform any testing of the Replaced Meter until four years after the Replaced 
Meter was installed.  ComEd argues that this admission (that it did not “test”) does not 
mean that it did not perform an “inspection to determine if the meter is accurately 
measuring customer energy consumption.”  (Id. at 14 (emphasis added)).  Amcor 
characterizes this response as an effort at verbal gymnastics that fails.  It argues, 
pointing to the common understanding of the word “inspection” and its definition in the 
Merriam-Webster dictionary, that an “inspection” is a type of test; there is no meaningful 
distinction between a test of the meter and an inspection to determine if it is accurate.   

Second, Amcor argues that if ComEd had actually conducted a post-installation 
inspection within 90 days after installation of the Replaced Meter, ComEd would have 
presented evidence of an inspection.  ComEd did not present evidence of a post-
installation inspection because, according to Amcor, ComEd did not conduct one.  
Amcor states that Illinois law establishes that ComEd’s failure to produce evidence in its 
control (i.e., that it conducted a post-installation inspection) leads to an evidentiary 
presumption that no such inspection occurred.  (Fontana v. TLD Builders, Inc., 362 Ill. 
App. 3d 491, 504, 840 N.E.2d 767, 779 (2nd Dist. 2005); Illinois Pattern Jury 
Instructions—Civil, 5.01 Failure to Produce Evidence or a Witness).3 Amcor argues 
that, even if ComEd had not stipulated that it failed to conduct a post-installation test of 
the Replaced Meter, an evidentiary presumption establishes this fact (or at least 
establishes it as more likely than not). 

2. Response to Arguments About ComEd’s Violation of Section 
410.160  

 
Amcor notes that ComEd only tested the Replaced Meter to confirm that the 

meter engine and microcontroller generated one test pulse for every 1.2 watt-hours of 
power going into the meter.  ComEd then declares that this means the Replaced Meter 
was accurate.  (See ComEd Response at 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12 and 15).  However, Amcor 
maintains that it is undisputed that ComEd never tested to see if the data that the 
Replaced Meter reported through the billing memory when read was accurate.  
(Stipulation at ¶ 35).  Amcor therefore argues that ComEd did not test the full Replaced 
Meter to determine if it was accurate, and that testing only part of the Replaced Meter 
did not constitute a test for accuracy as required by Section 410.160. 

Amcor observes that the internal billing memory of the Replaced Meter, which 
allegedly received the incorrect number of billing pulses and which then gave the 
incorrect number of billing pulses to meter readers (see Stipulation at ¶ 25-28, 30 and 
33), is a part of the Replaced Meter. Thus, if the internal billing memory is inaccurate, 
then the meter is inaccurate.  Amcor argues that meters exist to record customer usage 
and provide usage information for billing purposes; they do not exist to generate test 
pulses.  In directing that meters be accurate and tested for accuracy, the Commission 

                                                 
3
 See www.state.il.us/court/CircuitCourt/CivilJuryInstructions/5.00.pdf. 

http://www.state.il.us/court/CircuitCourt/CivilJuryInstructions/5.00.pdf
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obviously cares about the information reported for billing purposes, not test pulses.  
Amcor notes that, under Illinois law, “the reason and necessity” for the regulations must 
be considered in interpreting them.  (Illinois Insurance Guaranty Fund, 2012 WL 
4858995, at 6 (discussing rules of statutory construction)). 

Amcor argues that ComEd’s assertions that the Replaced Meter was accurate 
leads to absurd results.  According to ComEd, a meter that gives completely inaccurate 
information when read is nevertheless accurate.  Additionally, the meter is accurate 
even though the information contained in the meter’s internal billing memory is 
completely wrong.   

Amcor further argues that ComEd’s position in this proceeding contradicts 
ComEd’s contemporaneous documents.  ComEd’s December 8, 2009 correspondence 
to Amcor states that the Replaced Meter was “faulty,” that it “altered metered usage,” 
and that “the meter did not register all of the usage flowing”. (Stipulation, Ex. B at 1). 
Similarly, Michael Pabian, ComEd’s Assistant General Counsel, noted in his email 
dated February 17, 2010 (Stipulation, Ex. E) that “the meter was undercounting the 
pulses” and was “under-register[ing] the usage flowing through the meter.” 

Amcor notes that in its Response, ComEd also asserts that meters are 
programmed after it tests them (ComEd Response at 5, 12 and 15) and that 
programming zeros out any usage the meter records from testing.  (Id. at 12).  Amcor 
argues that these assertions must be disregarded because they are merely unsworn, 
unsupported statements by lawyers in a brief—they are not part of the Stipulation and 
not part of the evidentiary record in this proceeding.  Even if true, Amcor argues that 
these claims do not have much import because ComEd could still easily test meters for 
accuracy after programming.   

Amcor further notes that ComEd also asserts that “the meter is not giving wrong 
information to the meter reader in terms of usage.”  (Id.; see also Id. at 15).  Amcor 
argues that this claim is inconsistent with common sense, given ComEd’s claims that 
the Replaced Meter caused Amcor to be under-billed by two thirds, and this claim is 
also inconsistent with ComEd’s pre-litigation correspondence from its account 
representative and from its Assistant General Counsel. (Stipulation, Ex. B).  

3. Response to Arguments About Whether Section 410.200   
  Applies 

 
 Amcor states that ComEd initially responds by arguing that Section 410.200 does 
not apply because the Replaced Meter was accurate.  Amcor notes, however, that 
ComEd’s argument that the Replaced Meter was accurate depends on word-play, is 
inconsistent with the common meaning of the term “accurate,” and contradicts its own 
pre-litigation correspondence describing what occurred.  ComEd also argues that 
Section 410.200 contains a specific list of the meter errors it covers, thereby creating a 
specialized definition of the term “meter error.”  Amcor notes that the text of the 
Commission’s rule does not support ComEd’s contention; Sections 410.200(a) and (b) 
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simply reference “errors” generally, and the balance of the rule makes repeated 
references to corrections of “meter data” generally. (83 Ill. Adm. Code 410.200(a)-(d), (f) 
and (h)).   

Amcor maintains that ComEd also hints that the Replaced Meter’s under-billing is 
somehow different from under-registration, which Section 410.200(h)(1) specifically 
addresses.  (ComEd Response at 11).  Amcor argues that, not only is the Replaced 
Meter’s alleged under-billing consistent with the common sense understanding of under-
registration, but ComEd’s pre-litigation correspondence explicitly uses this term to 
describe how the Replaced Meter performed.  (See Stipulation, Ex. B and E). 

In addition, in Amcor’s view, ComEd seems to argue that even if the provisions of 
Section 410.200 specifically bar it from back-billing Amcor, it can still back-bill Amcor 
pursuant to Section 280.100 (billing for “Unbilled Service”).  (ComEd Response at 8).  
Amcor notes that Section 410.200(h)(1) provides that, if the required testing is not 
performed, “in no case” may the utility adjust the customer’s bill for under-registration.  
Amcor argues that ComEd’s position would render Section 410.200 a nullity, violating 
basic rules of statutory interpretation under Illinois law.  (Chestnut Corp. v. Pestine, 
Brinati, Gamer, Ltd., 281 Ill. App. 3d 719, 724 (1st Dist. 1996).  See also, Aurora Manor, 
Inc. v. Department of Public Health, 2012 WL 4463237, at 3 (1st Dist. 2012)).  Further, 
Amcor argues that the more specific statute (in this case, Section 410.200) controls 
over the more general statute (in this case, Section 280.100).  (Knolls Condominium 
Association v. Harris, 202 Ill. 2d 450, 459 (2002)). 
 
III. RESPONDENT’S POSITION  
 

A. Background  
 
 ComEd explains that it conducted an investigation of the Replaced Meter after 
receiving complaints from Amcor of high billings after the Replaced Meter was removed. 
According to ComEd, it issued a back-bill to Amcor as a result of its findings during the 
investigation. (Stipulation, Ex. B at 1-2).  
 

ComEd notes that the record includes ComEd witness Mr. Rumsey’s undisputed 
testimony that on September 24, 2009 he tested the Replaced Meter and determined 
that one test pulse was sent to the optiport for every 1.2 watt-hours of power flowing 
through the Replaced Meter. (Stipulation at ¶ 36).  ComEd argues this testimony 
establishes that the Replaced Meter was recording usage accurately because the 
record confirms that one “test” pulse should be generated for every revolution of the 
virtual disk, i.e., every 1.2 watt-hours of power flowing through the meter. (Id. at ¶ 29). 

 

ComEd points out that in further investigation of the Replaced Meter, Mr. 
Rumsey performed a “long diagnostic” examination. In doing so, he found that the 
scaling factor in the Replaced Meter was incorrect for a transformer meter such as the 
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one at hand. (Id. at ¶ 36).  To be specific, ComEd explains, Mr. Rumsey determined that 
ComEd had mistakenly programmed the Replaced Meter with a scaling factor of 6 
(resulting in a CPR of 4), rather than the correct scaling factor of 2 (resulting in a CPR of 
12). (Id.).  ComEd states that the diagnostic reading that Mr. Rumsey performed 
generated a record and it is attached as Exhibit I to the Stipulation.  

 
ComEd states that in accord with Mr. Rumsey’s findings, it explained in a letter to 

Amcor on December 8, 2009, that it was issuing a back-bill pursuant to Section 280.100 
of the Commission’s rules. (Id. at ¶ 18; Ex. B).  ComEd contends that had the meter 
been found during testing to be running inaccurately, e.g., either slower or faster than 
allowable, it would have invoked Section 410.200 of the Commission’s rules and made 
its billing adjustments based on meter correction data (as that rule requires). (83 Ill. 
Adm. Code 410.200).  However, ComEd asserts that the record shows that the tests of 
the Replaced Meter found no error. The scaling factor of 6, such as Mr. Rumsey 
discovered through his diagnostic examination of the Replaced Meter, only affects the 
correctness of the billing according to ComEd. It does not cause any adverse effects on 
the meter’s ability to record usage. Accordingly, ComEd explains that it made its billing 
adjustments pursuant to Section 280.100 of the Commission’s rules since no meter 
error was found in this situation. (83 Ill. Adm. Code 280.100).  

 
ComEd maintains that the Stipulation makes it clear that there is a difference 

between meter accuracy and billing inaccuracy. It is ComEd’s view that the Stipulation 
also shows that the Replaced Meter was registering usage accurately at all times and 
the error in the programming of the scaling factor resulted in ComEd under-billing 
Amcor for its usage since 2005. 
 

1. Testing of the Replaced Meter   

 

 ComEd contends that it is well-proven that the Replaced Meter was 
registering power usage accurately at all times that it was in operation on Amcor’s 
premises. When tested for accuracy, ComEd points out, this particular type of meter 
sends out test pulses through the meter cover at what is termed the optiport and a 
probe or pulse pick-up device (set up to retrieve these pulses), sends them to the test 
equipment software.  The record makes clear that one “test” pulse should be generated 
for every revolution of the virtual disk, i.e., for every 1.2 watt-hours of power that flows 
through the meter. (Stipulation at ¶ 29). 

 

ComEd observes that the Stipulation shows that ComEd performed a pre-
installation accuracy test on the Replaced Meter on July 19, 2005. (Id. at ¶ 21).  As 
such, it tested the test pulses sent to the optiport. (Id. at ¶ 34). The meter testing, 
ComEd points out, confirmed that, for every 1.2 watt-hours of power flowing into the 
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Replaced Meter, the optiport received one test pulse. (Id.). In other words, ComEd 
asserts, the meter tested accurate.  

 

Further, ComEd points out, the Replaced Meter was tested for accuracy on 
September 24, 20094 after its removal from Amcor’s premises. This test also 
determined that one test pulse was being sent to the optiport for every 1.2 watt-hours of 
power flowing through the Replaced Meter. (Id. at ¶ 36). This means, ComEd asserts 
that from the time of installation and up to its removal, the Replaced Meter accurately 
measured power usage.  

 

2. Why the Scaling Factor is Not a Usage Registration Error  

 

ComEd states that a close review of the record explanation of how the scaling 
factor that is programmed into the meter interacts with the billing software is necessary 
to understand how Amcor was under-billed.  ComEd explains that the “billing” pulse is 
something altogether different from the “test “pulse. (See Id., Ex. B). And, as the 
Stipulation shows, if the Replaced Meter was not programmed with a scaling factor, one 
billing pulse would be sent to the meter’s billing memory for every .05 watt-hours of 
power flowing through the meter. This means that there would be 24 billing pulses for 
every revolution of the disk (totaling 1.2 watt-hours) with each pulse recording every .05 
watt-hours that flows through the meter. (Id. at ¶ 25).  

 ComEd further explains that a scaling factor changes this scenario by essentially 
bundling the power usage differently for these individual billing pulses.  As such, with a 
scaling factor of 6, one billing pulse is sent into billing memory for every 0.3 watt-hours 
of power flowing through the meter. (Id. at ¶ 27). With a scaling factor of 2, one billing 
pulse is sent to the billing memory for every 0.1 watt-hours of power flowing through the 
meter. (Id. at ¶ 28). So with a scaling factor, in each instance, there are less billing 
pulses - but each pulse has a bigger value.  A scaling factor does nothing to change the 
actual amount of power flowing through the meter. (Id. at ¶ 27). Each revolution of the 
virtual disk remains the same at 1.2 watt-hours.  
 
 In terms of the meter’s functioning, ComEd asserts, scaling at any particular 
factor has no real significance. ComEd explains, there is nothing wrong or right in a 

                                                 
4
 

 Testing of the Replaced Meter occurred after ComEd installed a meter No. 141521021 (First New Meter) 
in April 2009, and after ComEd accommodated Amcor by replacing the First New Meter with meter No. 
141379885 (Second New Meter) in June of 2009 (Stipulation at ¶ 13,15-16; Ex. A). Testing of the First 
New Meter had shown it was running accurately. (Id. at ¶ 15). 
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meter scaling at a factor of 6 or at a factor of 2 (or not scaling at all).  Regardless, the 
meter reader will download these scaled billing pulses just as they are, and do nothing 
other than transmit this raw data to a computer that runs ComEd’s billing software. (Id. 
at ¶ 30).  
 
 It is at this point however, ComEd notes, that the correctness of the scaling factor 
for a particular meter “type,” takes on great importance. ComEd states that as the 
Stipulation explains, the billing software has a database with a “list of different meter 
types” and their “corresponding CPRs.” (Id. at ¶ 31). The billing software will calculate a 
customer’s electricity usage for billing based on the number of pulses in the billing 
memory - but, it further adjusts these pulses according to the CPR that is applicable to 
the particular “meter type”.  In this situation, the Replaced Meter was of a type 
(transformer meter) that required a scaling factor of 2, i.e, a CPR of 12. But, it was 
mistakenly programmed with a scaling factor of 6, i.e., a CPR of 4. (A scaling factor of 6 
fits a different type of meter for billing purposes). 
 Thus, ComEd explains, the billing software (unaware of the scaling factor at 6) 
assigned a “value of 0.1 watt-hours” to each billing pulse. But, the Replaced Meter, 
being scaled at a factor of 6, had recorded each billing pulse at a “value of 0.3 watt-
hours.”  ComEd maintains that this mis-match, between the way that the power was 
scaled and the way that the billing software “expected” a transformer meter to be 
scaled, is the reason why the billing of Amcor was wrong by two-thirds. (Id.).  Thereby 
resulting in Amcor being billed for only one-third of the power that it actually used.  
 
 The error here, ComEd contends, is human error in the mis-programmed entry of 
a scaling factor that met with the inflexibility of the billing software.  It is not any form of 
meter error as would affect the registration of usage.  ComEd argues this is the case 
because the scaling factor does nothing to impact the amount of power in a revolution of 
the virtual disk. (Id. at ¶ 27 ). Thus, the mis-programmed scaling factor only affects the 
correctness of the billing and it does not cause any adverse effects on the meter’s ability 
to read usage. Accordingly, being nothing but a billing error, ComEd contends that it 
properly back-billed Amcor pursuant to, and consistent with Section 280.100 of the 
Commission’s rules.  
 

B. ComEd’s Argument  
 
 ComEd takes issue with Amcor’s argument that it is barred under Section 
410.200(h)(1) from adjusting the bills at issue because ComEd failed to test the meter 
as required by Sections 410.155 and 410.160 of the Commission’s rules.  ComEd 
argues Section 410.200 does not apply to this proceeding and even if this section 
applied, ComEd would not be barred from adjusting the bills because it performed the 
requisite tests.  Additionally, ComEd states that it agrees with Amcor’s statement that it 
does not get to decide what regulations apply, however, ComEd argues Amcor has 
failed to prove that Section 410.200 applies to the facts in this proceeding. (Tr. at 147).  
ComEd maintains that Section 410.200 is not applicable to this matter and it properly 
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issued a back-bill to Amcor pursuant to Section 280.100 of the Commission’s rules. (83 
Ill. Adm. Code 280.100).  
 

ComEd explains that Sections 280.100 and 410.200 appear on the surface to be 
the two Commission rules that allow a utility to correct a customer’s billing. ComEd 
argues Amcor has not provided any analysis of the two rules. Additionally, ComEd 
asserts that the rules are not anywhere near the same and they each apply to a 
different set of facts. ComEd argues that the language in these rules shows that the 
Commission has effectively drawn a “line of demarcation,” that tells ComEd (or any 
other utility) when to make billing adjustments under Section 410.200 and when to 
address mis-billings or under-billings under Section 280.100.  ComEd maintains that 
this is a bright line.  
 

1. Section 410.200 is the “Meter Error” Rule for Adjusted Billings  
 

According to ComEd, Section 410.200 is best termed the “meter error” rule. 
ComEd maintains that this rule concerns meter accuracy which is evident based on the 
title, Corrections and Adjustments for Meter Error, and the very language of the rule. 
ComEd explains that the entirety of Section 410.200 describes what an entity is 
required to do when: (1) a meter is tested; and (2) found to be malfunctioning. ComEd 
argues these are the two critical elements that determine whether the law applies to any 
given set of facts.  If both elements are satisfied, the entity will need to review, promptly, 
a number of different subsections in the rule in order to properly prepare the requisite 
“corrections of metering data.” Any billing adjustment for a customer is to be 
accompanied with the “correction”. The rule identifies the types of “meter error” 
associated with a meter that will produce an inaccuracy in the recording of usage. 
According to ComEd, these errors include instances in which: (1) the meter has tested 
fast (subsection c); (2) the meter has tested slow (subsection d ); (3) the meter is found 
to be non-registering (subsection e); or, (4) the meter, while in service, exhibits “creep,” 
as that term is defined elsewhere in the rules (subsection g).  
 
 ComEd notes that Section 410.200 is directed to “an entity providing metering 
service” which refers to a utility or another provider of metering services.  The rule 
outlines requirements for an entity in instances where a meter is “tested” (by either the 
entity or the Commission) and found to be in error in a specific way. It sets forth 
requirements the entity must satisfy in each situation, depending on the type of error the 
meter testing shows.  Thus, each of the rule’s subsections must be read closely and 
reasonably, to see what is required in any given situation.  
 

2. Section 280.100 is the “Billing Error” Rule  
 
 ComEd states that Section 280.100 is best termed the “billing error” rule. It is 
officially titled Unbilled Service and provides, in relevant part, that: 
 

a) A utility may render a bill for services or commodities provided to:  
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1) A residential customer only if such bill is presented within one year 

from the date the services or commodities were supplied, or  
 

2) A non-residential customer only if such a bill is presented within two 
years from the date the services or commodities were supplied. 83 
Ill. Adm. Code 280.100 (a)(2).  

 
b) No customer shall be liable for unbilled or misbilled service after expiration 

of the applicable period except in those instances to which 83 Ill. Adm. 
Code 500.240(a), 83 Ill. Adm. Code 410.260(c), or the following 
subsections of this Section apply. 

 
ComEd argues that the Commission adopted this rule because it was well aware 

that human error or other functionalities in the billing process may interfere with the 
correctness of a customer’s billing. Thus, this rule applies in situations such as this 
where something other than meter error has caused the customer to have been billed 
incorrectly, i.e., over-billed or under-billed.  ComEd contends that the Commission’s rule 
did not attempt to list all of the many foreseeable and unforeseeable situations that 
might arise to skew a customer’s billing. It did, however, impose time constraints such 
as the restrictions on how far back in time a utility can go when it issues a back-bill to a 
customer.  
 

3. The Demarcation Line Between Sections 410.200 and 280.100  
 

It is ComEd’s position that the Commission has effectively “drawn a line” 
between when an adjusted billing is proper under Section 410.200 and when a 
corrected billing falls under Section 280.100.  According to ComEd, if meter error is 
found upon a meter test, such a finding is governed strictly by Section 410.200. Thus, 
any billing adjustments to the customer will require the entity to compile, and serve, 
meter data corrections in the precise manner set out in the rule and in other respects be 
guided by 410.200 (h)(1).  However, ComEd maintains that if the meter is not at fault, 
but something else has resulted in a mis-billing or under-billing of a customer, Section 
280.100 applies. This means that the utility is authorized to issue a corrected bill in 
accord with the restrictions and accommodations set out in the rule. 
 

ComEd explains that the pertinent facts that would have required Respondent to 
make a billing adjustment under Section 410.200 (h)(1) are: (a) a meter test and (b) a 
finding on the basis of that meter test, that the meter was running inaccurately (either 
fast or slow meaning that it over-registered or under-registered the customer’s usage, 
respectively). The record, however, only shows that the Replaced Meter was found to 
be registering usage accurately.  ComEd points out that the Stipulation shows that the 
Replaced Meter passed its accuracy tests on two different occasions. The record shows 
that it was tested prior to installation, on July 19, 2005, as per the requirements of 
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Section 410.160. (Stipulation at ¶ 21, 34). ComEd notes that it was not found to be 
running fast or slow. Additionally, the Replaced Meter was tested after its removal from 
Amcor’s premises and it was found to be accurate during this test also. (Id. at ¶ 36).  

 

 Thus, ComEd argues that Section 410.200 does not apply in this situation 
because the Replaced Meter was not found on a meter test to be “fast or slow”.   The 
record makes clear that it was only the “billing” of Amcor’s usage and not the 
registration of that usage, that was incorrect and this was owing to the way that the 
mistakenly-programmed scaling factor for a transformer meter reacted with the billing 
software. (Id. at ¶ 31-32). Since the “billing” of that recorded usage was skewed for a 
reason (other than meter inaccuracy), ComEd asserts, it properly issued a back-bill in 
the manner required under Section 280.100 of the Commission’s rules. 

 

C. Response to Amcor’s  Arguments   

 While ComEd contends it is well-established that Section 410.200 (h)(1) does not 

apply to the instant billing situation at all, it also addresses Amcor’s arguments that 

allege ComEd violated Sections 410.160 and 410.155 of the Commission’s rules. 

 

 ComEd observes that the Amcor Motion rests on the grounds that Section 
410.200 (h)(1) prohibits billing adjustments “if all testing and accuracy requirements of 
Part 410 ” have not been met.  (Amcor Motion at 1). ComEd argues that based on these 
select words and void of any analysis, Amcor alleges that Respondent did not conduct 
any test of the Replaced Meter after its installation as required under Section 410.155 
and that ComEd’s pre-installation testing of the Replaced meter was inadequate under 
Section 410.160.  None of Amcor’s assertions are true, ComEd asserts, nor are they 
supported by the Stipulation which is the record for this proceeding.  
 

1.   Amcor Argues for Something Different Than Section 410.160 
Requires 

 
 ComEd states that it understands Amcor’s allegation to be that ComEd’s 
issuance of a back-bill was unlawful because its pre-installation testing of the Replaced 
Meter was “inadequate” since it failed to “test” whether the meter was sending the 
proper number of pulses to the billing memory. (Amcor Motion at 7). In these and other 
respects, ComEd asserts that Amcor confuses the facts of record, misunderstands the 
law and is ultimately asking for something that the Commission’s rules do not require. 
ComEd argues that essentially Amcor wants the Commission to: (a) expand Section 
410.160 by adding new requirements and (b) ignore the language already in the rule. 
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 ComEd observes Section 410.160 (Initial Tests) to provide, in full, that: 
 

Initial tests are tests made before installation, regardless of whether the meter 

and associated devices have previously been in service. Each meter and 

associated devices (unless included in the sample testing plan in Section 

410.180) shall be inspected and tested in the meter shop of the entity or other 

location that meets the requirements of this Part before being placed in 

service, and the accuracy of the meter shall be “within the tolerances 

permitted by this Part.” If a meter is removed from a customer's premises, 

except for field testing, it shall be tested and inspected as described above 

before it is placed in service again. If creep or inaccuracy is discovered in a 

meter removed from service, the entity shall correct the metering data as 

detailed in Section 410.200.  

 

The language in Section 410.160 above, ComEd notes, is specific in defining how the 

accuracy of a meter is determined - by testing results that “fall within the tolerances” set 

out in Subpart B, i.e., Sections 410.110 through 410.195 of the rule. However, ComEd 

argues Amcor has not shown either by reference to rule or fact, that the initial testing of 

the Replaced Meter on July 19, 2005, prior to its installation, failed any Commission 

standards.  ComEd states that Amcor is unable to do so because the record shows that 

the initial testing of the Replaced Meter, performed on July 19, 2005 (prior to its 

installation at Amcor’s premises on or about August 1, 2005) showed the Replaced 

Meter to be running accurately with 1.2 watt-hours flowing into the optiport receiving one 

test pulse (Stipulation at ¶ 21, 34). And, the record makes clear, that for a transformer 

meter, such as the Replaced Meter, one test pulse “should” be generated for every 

revolution of the virtual disk, i.e., every 1.2 watt-hours of power flowing through the 

meter. (Id. at ¶ 29). ComEd asserts that Amcor has failed to show that the testing 

results are not compliant with the Commission’s rules or any other testing standards. 

Accordingly, ComEd argues that Amcor has not met its burden of proof.  

 

 Additionally, ComEd takes issue with Amcor’s assertion that Respondent was 

required to perform a diagnostic examination of the Replaced Meter during its initial 

testing conducted pursuant to Section 410.160. (Id. at ¶ 35). ComEd notes that Amcor 

takes this position because it is aware that a scaling factor’s disconnect with the billing 

program is the reason for the back-bill and this was only uncovered through a diagnostic 

examination (performed, notably, after Mr. Rumsey’s meter test showed the Replaced 
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Meter to be functioning accurately). (Id. at ¶ 36). However, ComEd asserts, Amcor 

points to no section or provision in Subpart B of Part 410 that requires a meter to 

undergo a diagnostic examination prior to installation. Indeed, ComEd submits, there is 

no such requirement in the rules for the simple reason that a diagnostic is not a meter 

test.  Thus, ComEd believes Amcor is asking for something that the law, i.e., Section 

410.160, simply does not require by effectively arguing that ComEd’s initial test was 

“inadequate” because it did not do a diagnostic read of the Replaced Meter before 

installation.  

 

 In short, ComEd submits, there is no violation of Section 410.160 shown here, 

because the Replaced Meter was tested for accuracy and the record shows that it was 

found to be accurate. ComEd argues that Amcor points to no Commission rule that 

requires a diagnostic examination of meters which is the only way that ComEd 

uncovered the scaling factor of 6 that mis-aligned with the billing program.  

 

4. The Meter Reader Only Passes Raw Usage Data to the Billing     

  

Software 

  

 ComEd believes Amcor ignores the record in an attempt to cause confusion. 
Specifically, ComEd asserts that Amcor does so by claiming that “if a meter gives any 
wrong information to a meter reader, it is not accurate.” (Amcor Motion at 7). ComEd 
contends this proposal, while not itself wrong, bears no relation to the facts in evidence.  

 

 The record, ComEd maintains, shows that the Replaced Meter was not giving 
wrong information to the meter reader and particularly not in terms of actual usage.  The 
only error here, is that the Replaced Meter, by virtue of being programmed with a 
scaling factor of 6, was reporting the usage in a different way than the billing software 
program would recognize as appropriate for a transformer meter.  

 

 ComEd argues that, in other words, there was nothing “inherently” wrong or right 
with scaling the Replaced Meter at a factor of 6.  Indeed, both a scaling factor of 6 and a 
scaling factor of 2 are each equally capable of, and do record usage correctly. They 
each record the exact same usage, but in a different way.   
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 Thus, ComEd explains that with a scaling factor of 6, and for each revolution of 
the virtual disk, the billing pulse records usage at .03 watt-hours of power flowing 
through the meter. With a scaling factor of 2, the billing pulse records usage at 0.1 watt-
hours of power flowing into the meter.  ComEd further explains that, as the record 
shows, the meter reader only downloads the total number of billing pulses ( i.e., that raw 
data, and not the value of each pulse that is recorded), and just the way that it is 
recorded. (Stipulation at ¶ 30). For this reason, ComEd asserts, Amcor is wholly 
mistaken in suggesting that the “meter” is giving any inaccurate usage information to the 
meter reader.   

 

ComEd argues that the problem is not with the meter but with the way the billing 
software interprets the data provided by the meter reader. ComEd explains that once 
the data is downloaded into the billing software, the software recognizes the particular 
“type” of meter from which the raw data has been drawn.  The software expects that the 
usage for a meter such as the one at issue in this matter, a transformer meter, was 
scaled at 2 and accordingly will assign a value of 0.1 to each billing pulse. However, 
ComEd notes that because the Replaced Meter was scaled at a factor of 6, it had been 
recording each pulse at 0.3. It is ComEd’s view that this mis-match between the way 
that the meter recorded, and the way that the billing software expected a transformer 
meter to have recorded, is what affected the billing. Stated another way, ComEd 
believes this mis-match is why Amcor was under-billed for its actual usage. 

 

 Scaling, ComEd explains, is really nothing more than a way of reducing the 
number of billing pulses that are reported for each revolution of the virtual disk. It does 
nothing to change the registration of usage. According to ComEd, the record makes it 
clear that the scaling factor does not in any way effect the amount of power in a 
revolution of the virtual disk. (Id. at ¶ 27). ComEd argues that is why Amcor’s 
unsubstantiated attempts to create a claim of meter error in this situation have no merit. 
ComEd maintains that there are simply no facts in the Stipulation (or anywhere else) to 
support such a claim.  

 

3. Amcor Confuses 2% “Meter Error” With a Two-Thirds “Under-
Billing”  

 

 ComEd takes issue with Amcor’s claim that Section 410.200(b) contains no 
specific definition of the term “metering error.” (Tr. at 183).  Additionally, ComEd argues 
that Amcor’s assertion that this section applies because the meter was only registering 
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one-third of the electrical usage which amounts to a bigger error than the 2% mentioned 
in the rule is flawed and misleading. (Id. at 184).  

 

 ComEd argues that its analysis of Section 410.200 above shows that the rule 
thoroughly and precisely defines metering error.  ComEd also asserts that Amcor’s 
statement that “the meter was only registering one-third of the electrical usage” is flatly 
incorrect and unsupported by the record. (Id. at 183).  ComEd states that the reality is, 
and as the record shows, Amcor was incorrectly “billed” for only one-third of the energy 
it actually used. (Stipulation at ¶ 33). And, this was only owing to the billing software 
calculations and not to any improper registration of usage by the meter.   Hence, Amcor 
wholly misstates the evidence.  

 

 Additionally, ComEd argues, subsection (b), being an integral part of Section 
410.200, only applies in the situation where a meter is tested and found to be infirm, 
e.g., running fast or slow.  Again, there are no facts of record to show that the Replaced 
Meter tested anything but accurate. (Id. at ¶ 36). ComEd states that no facts support 
Amcor’s empty proposition. 

 

 Finally, ComEd notes that subsection (b) provides, in full, that: 

 

When a meter is found to have an average error of more than 2%, the entity 
providing metering service shall determine the metering data correction using 
the actual percentage of error as determined by the test, not the difference 
between the allowable error and the error found as a result of a test. 

 

ComEd explains that this provision simply tells the entity exactly how it is to prepare the 
“meter data correction” when a meter is tested and found to run fast (subsection c) or to 
run slow (subsection d) and in either case, the meter test has determined the meter was 
functioning at an average error greater than 2%. Again, ComEd maintains there is 
nothing in the record showing there was any error with the Replaced Meter. Testing only 
showed the subject meter to run accurately and this is what the Stipulation shows. 
Thus, ComEd argues Amcor cannot rely on Section 410.200(b) since it does not apply 
to the facts in this case.  
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 Thus, ComEd asserts that Amcor’s argument is wholly flawed and the 
Commission should reject it outright. It is ComEd’s position that Amcor’s argument has 
no support in the record and it does not rest on a reasonable construction of the law.  

 

4. Amcor’s Claim of a Section 410.155 Violation is Wholly 
Unsupported 

 
 ComEd argues that Amcor’s claim that ComEd “did not test” the Replaced Meter 
within 90 days of installing it as Section 410.155 of the Commission’s rules requires is 
wrong both on the facts and the law. (Amcor Motion at 6).  ComEd contends that Amcor 
wants the Commission to ignore what is relevant in this proceeding and what the 
parties’ addressed in the Stipulation, i.e., how the billing error came about.  Instead, 
ComEd argues Amcor unfairly attempts to create a rule violation claim of no merit or 
relevancy. ComEd maintains that Amcor’s argument fails for the following reasons:  
 

(a) The Stipulation makes absolutely no reference to Section 410.155 or to an 
installation inspection. Hence, ComEd was unprepared to add anything to 
the record on this particular matter.   

 
(b) The Stipulation simply states that “ComEd did not perform additional 

testing on the Replaced Meter prior to the Replaced Meter’s removal from 
service for Amcor’s account in April 2009.” (Stipulation at ¶ 21).  Contrary 
to Amcor’s claim, this does not, however, amount to an admission that 
ComEd did not perform an installation inspection pursuant to Section 
410.155. (Amcor Motion at 3). As such, it fails the requisite of fair notice.  

 
(c) Amcor claims that there is no meaningful distinction between a “test” of 

the meter and an “inspection.” (Amcor Response at 3). However, Amcor 
failed to give ComEd fair notice that it would make this assertion and failed 
to put facts in the Stipulation with respect to Section 410.155. Moreover, 
ComEd could not possibly foresee that Amcor would argue different from 
its stated contentions at Paragraph 35 of the Stipulation and the record 
fails to give the Commission critical factual information as to what a 
installation inspection entails, i.e., what specific tasks and verifications the 
field technician is actually required to perform and the manner by which 
the tasks are executed. This gap, ComEd asserts, leaves Amcor’s claim 
unsupported by any evidence.  

 
(d) There are no facts in the record to support Amcor’s claim that Section 

410.155 was violated because a meter “test” was not performed. 
Additionally, Amcor does not tell the Commission what sort of meter “test” 
it is referring to, or what test it believes is required under the rule, or how 
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the scaling factor in the Replaced Meter would have been uncovered “but 
for” such a test.   

 
(e) Given the facts of record, only a “diagnostic” read of the Replaced Meter, 

like the one Mr. Rumsey performed on September 24, 2009 (after his 
testing of the subject meter showed no inaccuracy) would have uncovered 
the mis-programmed scaling factor. (Stipulation at ¶ 36).  However, this 
type of an examination is not a “test” and  none of the language in Section 
410.155 states any requirement for a diagnostic examination.  

 
(f)  The record informs the Commission that the scaling factor for billing has 

no effect on the meter “test” pulse. (Id. at ¶ 29). Nor does it impact the 
amount of power in the revolution of the disk. (Id. at ¶ 27).  

 
(g) Amcor ignores the fact that the Replaced Meter was tested for accuracy 

on September 24, 2009 (after its removal from Amcor’s premises and after 
the installation inspection) and shown to be accurate which refutes 
Amcor’s claim that the meter was inaccurate. (Id. at ¶ 36).   

 
(h) The Stipulation does not include records of the post-installation inspection  

and Amcor appears to argue that an unfavorable evidentiary presumption 
arises sufficient to establish, as a matter of law that ComEd failed to 
conduct a post-installation test of the meter. (Amcor Response at 4). 
However, ComEd has always maintained that meter error is not the issue 
here and this was not ComEd’s burden to prove.  Moreover, Amcor had 
the opportunity to ask for any and all records ComEd had in connection 
with the Replaced Meter.  It is curious to ComEd that Amcor did not make 
this request.   

 
 ComEd maintains that the installation inspection has no bearing at all on the 
billing error at issue in the absence of a showing that a diagnostic examination of the 
Replaced Meter was required in the course of the inspection.  ComEd points out that 
Amcor has not established that such a requirement appears in Section 410.155 of the 
Commission’s rules. ComEd asserts that such a requirement does not exist.  As such, 
in ComEd’s view, Amcor’s claim of a Section 410.155 violation is only meant to confuse 
the issues and distract the Commission’s attention from the critical facts of record. 
ComEd argues there is no evidence to support Amcor’s claim and it is based solely on 
conclusory assertions and unfair insinuations.  
 

ComEd objects to Amcor’s assertion that ComEd should have put something 
about the installation inspection into the Stipulation. (Tr. at 146). ComEd notes that it 
was not its burden to prove since it bore no relationship to ComEd’s explanation of how 
the software program failed to align itself with a scaling factor of 6 in the Replaced 
Meter.  According to ComEd, if this inspection was of importance to Amcor, then it could 
have put something into the record in accord with the requirements of fundamental 
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fairness. ComEd explains that it would not have been difficult for Amcor to do this. For 
example, Amcor could have requested proof that ComEd performed the inspection in 
the form of a report and included the response to such a request in the record to 
support its argument rather than simply stating that the inspection did not occur without 
any evidence to support such a claim.  ComEd states that it is Amcor’s burden to prove 
its argument by providing concrete evidence which it has failed to do in this proceeding.  
Accordingly, ComEd asserts that Amcor has not established by fact or law that a 
violation of Section 410.155 occurred.  
 

5. The December 8, 2009 Letter Was Superseded by ComEd’s 
Presentation (Exhibit H)   

 
ComEd admits the letter it sent to Amcor dated December 8, 2009 explaining the 

under-bill was poorly articulated and even erroneous in some parts. However, ComEd 
asserts Amcor’s attempt to use these misstatements as “proof” that the meter was 
registering usage incorrectly, is unconvincing.  ComEd argues the information about the 
billing error was, by its nature, hard to explain succinctly.  Moreover, ComEd maintains 
that the information was communicated from person to person before it was received by 
the party writing the letter and stated inaccurately because some of the information was 
essentially lost in translation.  
 

ComEd argues Amcor knew early in this proceeding exactly how the scaling 
factor functions and how the under-bill occurred because the billing software made an 
error. (Tr. at 168).  ComEd points out that the Stipulation shows that ComEd prepared 
and provided a special presentation explaining the situation to Amcor before the parties 
entered into the agreement. ComEd also provided Amcor the opportunity to ask 
knowledgeable ComEd employees any questions it may have had concerning the cause 
of the error.  However, ComEd notes that Amcor did not stipulate to the factual 
statements made in Exhibit H to the Stipulation which is a copy of the presentation 
given to Amcor.  ComEd maintains that Amcor did not stipulate to these facts because it 
did not want to know what actually caused the billing issue but instead, and inexplicably 
so, wanted to pursue this Complaint. 

 
In summary, ComEd argues that the Stipulation contains the agreed-to facts and 

indeed, the only facts in this proceeding. The relevant facts show that the Replaced 
Meter tested accurate (both before installation and after removal at Amcor’s premises) 
and that the billing error was not, in any way, attributable to the fault of the meter. Thus, 
ComEd asserts, Amcor’s argument is void of merit and can only be meant to distract the 
Commission. 
 

IV. COMMISSION ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS   
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ComEd is Prohibited from Submitting Evidence Regarding its Post-Removal 
Testing of the Replaced Meter or What was Wrong With the Replaced Meter 
 
 Amcor’s Motion in Limine is granted. ComEd is prohibited from presenting any 
evidence of its testing of the Replaced Meter after it removed the Replaced Meter from 
service in April 2009, and ComEd is prohibited from presenting evidence as to what was 
wrong with the Replaced Meter and/or asserting that the Replaced Meter under-billed or 
why it under-billed.  Paragraph 36 of the Stipulation shall not be considered as evidence 
in this proceeding. 
 
 At the time that ComEd disposed of the Replaced Meter, there was an ongoing 
dispute between ComEd and Amcor over whether ComEd’s attempt to back-bill Amcor 
was proper.  ComEd knew or reasonably should have known that litigation was 
imminent, and ComEd knew or reasonably should have known that the Replaced Meter 
was a key piece of evidence for resolving that dispute. ComEd had a duty to preserve 
the Replaced Meter.  It breached that duty when it disposed of the Replaced Meter, 
even though ComEd had counsel involved in the dispute. 
 
 ComEd’s disposal of the Replaced Meter prejudiced Amcor because Amcor was 
deprived of the ability to test the Replaced Meter. The only way to remedy that prejudice 
is to prevent ComEd from using the same type of evidence that it prevented Amcor from 
obtaining—the test results obtained after the Replaced Meter was removed from 
service. 
 
The Stipulation is the Entire Record in this Proceeding 
 
 ComEd’s arguments contain numerous references to “facts” that are not 
contained in the Stipulation.  The Stipulation is the entire record in this Proceeding.  The 
Commission is bound to decide this case based on the record for decision.  Section 10-
103 of the Public Utilities Act (220  ILCS 5/10-103).  Although the Commission declines 
to specifically identify each and every instance where ComEd has exceeded the 
Stipulation, the Commission finds that assertions that exceed the Stipulation are not 
part of the record for decision to be used as a basis for determining this case.    
 
ComEd Cannot Back-Bill Amcor 

The primary issue in dispute is whether Section 410.200(h)(1) applies to the facts 
in this proceeding. The Commission believes that as a matter of statutory construction it 
is necessary to interpret the language of this section in context rather than in isolation.  
Based on a careful review of the regulations, the Commission concurs with Amcor’s 
analysis of this section that this section applies to the facts in this proceeding.   

 
 The Commission concludes that ICC Regulation 410.200(h)(1) prohibits ComEd 

from adjusting Amcor’s bill to assess the back-charge against Amcor. The agreed-upon 
evidence establishes by far more than a preponderance of the evidence that: 
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ComEd did not conduct the post-installation inspection required by ICC 
Regulation 410.155; and 
 

 ComEd’s pre-installation testing was not adequate to meet the requirements 
of ICC Regulation 410.160. 

 
The record before us establishes that ComEd programmed the wrong scaling factor into 
the Replaced Meter, thereby causing it to under-register Amcor’s electricity usage by 
two-thirds.  The Replaced Meter’s under-registration of electricity usage is a meter error, 
and this type of meter error falls within the scope of ICC Regulation 410.200(h)(1).  
Because ComEd failed to conduct the testing required by Part 410 of the ICC’s 
Regulations, ICC Regulation 410.200(h)(1) bars ComEd from adjusting Amcor’s bill. 
 

A. ComEd Violated ICC Regulation 410.155  
 

 ICC Regulation 410.155 provides in pertinent part as follows: 
 
Installation Inspections. 
 
Within 90 days after installation or exchange of any meter with associated 
instrument transformers and/or phase-shifting transformers, a post-installation 
inspection shall be made under load to determine if the meter is accurately 
measuring customer energy consumption.  

 
(Emphasis added) Paragraph 21 of the Stipulation states that ComEd did not conduct 
on-site testing of the Replaced Meter within 90 days of installation; ComEd did not test 
the meter until 4 years after the installation, and after the meter was removed from 
service (not under load, as required by the Regulation).  The Commission therefore 
finds, by far more than a preponderance of the evidence, that ComEd violated ICC 
Regulation 410.155 by failing to conduct the inspection required by the Regulation. 
 
 ComEd disputes that it violated ICC Regulation 410.155 but its responses are 
unconvincing and not consistent with the plain meaning of the Regulations or the 
undisputed facts.  For example, ComEd argues that it only stipulated that it did not 
conduct a post-installation “test,” not that it failed to conduct an “inspection.”  To begin 
with, this is a distinction without a difference: an inspection is a type of test.  (See the 
definition of “inspection” from the Merriam-Webster Dicionary Online (attached to 
Amcor’s Motion for Judgment as Exhibit A)  Second, the Formal Complaint puts ComEd 
on notice that Amcor claimed it had not conducted a proper post-installation inspection; 
if ComEd had evidence of such an inspection, it should have brought that evidence 
forward.  The evidence was obviously within ComEd’s control.  Even if ComEd had not 
stipulated that it failed to conduct a post-installation inspection, ComEd’s failure to 
present any evidence of such an inspection gives rise to an evidentiary presumption 
against it.  Fontana v. TLD Builders, Inc., 362 Ill. App. 3d 491, 504, 840 N.E.2d 767, 779 
(2nd Dist. 2005) (“An unfavorable evidentiary presumption arises if a party, without 
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reasonable excuse, fails to produce evidence which is under his control. [citation 
omitted].”)  See also, Illinois Pattern Jury Instructions—Civil, 5.01 Failure to Produce 
Evidence or a Witness.5  To the extent this presumption does not establish this fact as 
a matter of law, it certainly establishes it by a preponderance of the evidence. 
 
 ComEd also suggested in some of its briefing and in its oral argument that a 
post-installation inspection would not have revealed the problem with this meter. This 
assertion fails for several reasons.  First, it is not relevant to whether ComEd conducted 
the post-installation inspection, and therefore does not address whether ComEd 
violated ICC Regulation 410.155.  Second, there is no evidence in the record to support 
this factual assertion; it should therefore be disregarded.  Section 10-103 of the Illinois 
Public Utilities Act (the “Act”), 220 ILCS 5/10-103 provides, in part, that “[i]n all 
proceedings, investigations or hearings conducted by the Commission… any finding, 
decision or order made by the Commission shall be based exclusively on the record for 
decision in the case….” Finally, it is essentially incorrect by definition.  The record 
establishes that the Replaced Meter was not “accurately measuring [Amcor’s] energy 
consumption.”  Any proper inspection—one that actually determined whether the 
Replaced Meter was accurately measuring Amcor’s energy consumption—would have, 
by necessity, discovered that it was not.  The problem here is that ComEd simply never 
checked to see if the amount of power usage that the Replaced Meter reported when 
read matched the amount of power going through the Replaced Meter.6 
 

B. ComEd violated ICC Regulation 410.160  
 
 ICC Regulation 410.160 provides in pertinent part as follows:  

 
Initial Tests 
 
Initial tests are tests made before installation, regardless of whether the 
meter and associated devices have previously been in service.  Each 
meter and associated devices (unless including in the sample testing plan 
in Section 410.180) shall be inspected and tested in the meter shop of the 
entity or other location that meets the requirements of this Part before 
being placed in service, and the accuracy of the meter shall be within the 
tolerances permitted by this Part…. 
 

 ComEd did conduct a pre-installation test of the Replaced Meter in its meter 
shop.  However, ComEd only tested whether the Replaced Meter sent the proper 
number of test pulses—ComEd only tested the Meter Engine part of the meter.  ComEd 

                                                 
5
 See www.state.il.us/court/CircuitCourt/CivilJuryInstructions/5.00.pdf. 

6
 To the extent ComEd is actually arguing that it is impossible for it to measure whether a meter accurately measures 

a customer’s energy consumption, there is no evidence to support this statement.  Further, the Commission harbors 

strong doubts that such an extraordinary proposition is accurate. 

http://www.state.il.us/court/CircuitCourt/CivilJuryInstructions/5.00.pdf
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did not test whether the Microcontroller sent the correct number of billing pulses to the 
Billing Memory, or whether the Billing Memory reported the proper amount of energy 
consumption when read. 
 
 The purpose of a meter, however, is to report energy consumption—without 
testing the information reported by the Replaced Meter when read, ComEd could not 
have tested whether the meter was accurate.  ComEd therefore did not properly test the 
Replaced Meter for accuracy as required by ICC Regulation 410.160.  Further, it is 
undisputed that the Replaced Meter reported only one-third of actual usage; therefore, 
the Replaced Meter was not accurate within the tolerances permitted by Part 410 of the 
Regulations (see ICC Regulation 410.150). 
 
 This conclusion is consistent with basic Illinois law concerning the proper 
interpretation of statutes and regulations, which provides that words are to be given 
“their plain and ordinary meaning.”  Illinois Insurance Guaranty Fund v. Virginia Surety 
Company, Inc., 2012 WL 4858995 at 6 (1st App. Dist. 2012).  Further, “the reason and 
necessity” for the regulations must be considered in interpreting them.  Illinois Insurance 
Guaranty Fund, 2012 WL 4858995, at 6.  The obvious purpose of ICC Regulation 
410.160 is to insure that utilities like ComEd install meters that provide accurate energy 
consumption information for billing purposes; there is no rational reason why the 
Commission would want to insure that only the Meter Engine was performing properly, 
without caring about whether the meter actually reported accurate information when 
read and whether customers receive bills that are grossly in error. 
 
 An analogy or two helps explain this point further.  Imagine a digital thermometer 
in a bucket of water.  If the probe in the water functions properly, but the thermometer 
has an electrical problem that causes the thermometer to display a temperature that is 
20 degrees off, no one would say that the thermometer is accurate.  Imagine a human-
shaped robot coming off the assembly line; if quality control tested the right arm, but not 
the left arm, no one would claim that the robot had been fully tested to determine if it 
functioned properly. 
 

Tellingly, before litigation, ComEd acknowledged the common sense proposition 
that the Replaced Meter did not accurately measure Amcor’s energy consumption. 7  In 
its December 9, 2009 correspondence to Amcor, ComEd states: “More importantly, both 
the installation of meters 141521021 and 141379885 as well as the recorder meter test 
demonstrates that the meter installed prior to the CT installation (meter 140384879) 
was faulty.”  (Exhibit B to Stipulation, at p. 1) (emphasis added).  “Meter 140384879, 
installed in 2005, was programmed with incorrect scaling factors thereby creating 
incorrect counts per revolution and altered the metered usage.  Meaning, the meter 

                                                 
7
 The parties stipulate that ComEd sent its correspondence to Amcor, not that the contents were accurate. 

(Stipulation, ¶¶ 17 and 19)  However, these statements are admissible against ComEd as admissions of a party 

opponent.  Illinois Rules of Evidence, Rule 801(d)(2). 
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did not register all of the usage flowing and underbilled Amcor’s account by almost 
one third.” (Exhibit B to Stipulation, at p. 2) (emphasis added).  Similarly, Michael 
Pabian, ComEd’s Assistant General Counsel, noted in his email of February 17, 2010 
(Exhibit E to the Stipulation): “We have discovered that, apparently, at the time the 
meter was installed, it was incorrectly programmed with a CPR value of 4 instead of the 
correct value of 12 for a transformer-rated meter.  This means that the meter was 
undercounting the pulses and under-register[ed] the usage flowing through the 
meter by a factor of 3.” (emphasis added) 

 
 ComEd’s responses to these conclusions are again unavailing.  For example, 
ComEd repeatedly declares, without explanation, that the Replaced Meter was accurate 
because it generated proper test pulses.  See Response at pp. 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12 and 15.  
Mere repetition does not make it so, however.  ComEd cannot point to any language in 
any statute or ICC Regulation that supports the conclusion that the terms of ICC 
Regulation 410.160 have specialized or restricted meanings.  ComEd has not provided 
any support for a contention that “accurate” is a term of art.  In the absence of such a 
showing, the only reasonable construction of the ICC Regulation 410.160 is that an 
accuracy test has to include the information the meter reports when read.  ComEd also 
asserts that “the meter is not giving wrong information to the meter reader in terms of 
usage.”  Response, at p. 12; see also Response at p. 15.  This assertion is contradicted 
by the tests conducted by Thomas Rumsey indicating that the Replaced Meter had an 
incorrect scaling factor and therefore reported only one-third of Amcor’s energy 
usage8—indeed, ComEd obviously needs to make this claim in order to justify why it 
sought to adjust Amcor’s bill.   
 

C. ICC Regulation 410.200(h)(1) bars 
 ComEd from Adjusting Amcor’s Bill 
 
ICC Regulation 410.200(h)(1) provides in pertinent part: 
 
For electric utilities.…Corrections made to metering data for under-registration 
may be accompanied by an adjustment to a customer's billing. However, if an 
electric utility is providing metering service, in no case shall an adjustment to a 
customer's billing be made for under-registration if all testing and accuracy 
requirements of this Part have not been met. 

 
(emphasis added)  It is undisputed that the Replaced Meter reported only one-third of 
Amcor’s electricity usage.  This constitutes under-registration of Amcor’s energy 
consumption, according to the common understanding of the term.  Indeed, ComEd’s 
pre-litigation correspondence (Exhibits B and E to the Stipulation) use this same term.  
It is also clear that ComEd did not meet all of the testing and accuracy requirements of 

                                                 
8
 Amcor acknowledges that it has no ability to challenge ComEd’s assertion, based on the tests conducted by 

Thomas Rumsey, because ComEd threw the Replaced Meter away before the Formal Complaint was filed. 
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Part 410 of the ICC Regulations.  Therefore, ICC Regulation 410.200(h)(1) expressly 
prohibits ComEd from adjusting Amcor’s bill to assert a back-charge. 
 
 Once again, ComEd attempts to respond to this straight-forward application of 
the Regulation to the facts with convoluted but unavailing arguments.  For example, 
ComEd responds by arguing that the Replaced Meter was accurate, and that there was 
therefore no “meter error” under ICC Regulation 410.200. (Response, pp. 9-11, 15)  As 
discussed above, however, ComEd’s argument that the Replaced Meter was accurate 
is inconsistent with the plain meaning of the Regulations and contradicts its own pre-
litigation explanations of what occurred. 
 

ComEd also argues that Regulation 410.200, titled “Corrections and Adjustments 
for Meter Error,” describes the specific types of meter errors that fall within its purview, 
and that incorrect scaling factors are not one of the meter errors specifically identified in 
the Regulation.  ComEd also argues that the “metering data” referenced in the 
Regulation is not billing information.  A review of the Regulation, however, contradicts 
ComEd’s assertions.  Nowhere does Regulation 410.200 purport to provide a special 
definition of “meter error” or “meter data.”  Indeed, Regulations 410.200(a) and (b) 
discuss meter errors generally.  Regulation 410.200(a) provides: 

 
Whenever any test made by any entity or by the Commission shows a 
meter to have an average error of more than 2%, a correction of the 
metering data shall be determined by the entity providing metering service 
and that correction shall be conveyed within 3 business days to the 
customer and to other entities involved in billing the customer. 
 

Regulation 410.200(b) provides: 
 

When a meter is found to have an average error of more than 2%, the 
entity providing metering service shall determine the metering data 
correction using the actual percentage of error as determined by the test, 
not the difference between the allowable error and the error found as a 
result of a test. 
 

Regulation 410.200 also repeatedly references “meter data” generally.  (ICC Regulation 
410.200(a)-(d), (f) and (h))  Nothing in the text of Regulation 410.200 provides a 
specialized or restrictive definition of the term “meter error,” and the common 
understanding of the term includes a meter that under-reports energy consumption by 
two-thirds.  Further, nothing in the Regulation provides a specialized or restrictive 
definition of “meter data,” and ComEd can point to no “data correction” that could be 
performed or reported to the customer (as required by Regulation 410.200(a)) that 
would not involve or be based on billing information.   
 

ComEd also tries to imply that the Replaced Meter’s under-billing is somehow 
different from under-registration.  Response, at p. 11.  Not only is the Replaced Meter’s 
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under-billing consistent with the common sense understanding of under-registration, but 
ComEd’s pre-litigation correspondence explicitly stated that the Replaced Meter had 
“altered the meter usage” and “did not register all of the usage flowing.”  ComEd’s 
December 9, 2009 Correspondence (Exhibit B to Stipulation), at p. 2; see also Michael 
Pabian email of February 17, 2010 (Exhibit E to the Stipulation) (noting that the 
Replaced Meter was “undercounting the pulses” and “under-register[ed] the usage.”).   

 
Finally, ComEd argues that, even if the provisions of ICC Regulation 410.200 

specifically bar it from asserting the back-bill claim, it can still back-bill pursuant to ICC 
Regulation 280.100 (billing for “Unbilled Service.”).  Response, at p. 8.  Regulation 
410.200(h)(1), however, provides that, if the required testing is not performed, “in no 
case” may the utility adjust the customer’s bill for under-registration.  ComEd’s position 
would render Regulation 410.200 a nullity.  Every time a utility makes a billing 
adjustment because a meter under-registers, it will be seeking payment for unbilled 
service; thus, under ComEd’s position, there could never be a situation where a utility 
would be prohibited from adjusting a customer’s bill for under-registration even if, as 
here, the utility had ignored the ICC’s regulations regarding meter testing and accuracy.  
Basic rules of statutory interpretation do not permit interpretations that render parts of a 
statute a nullity.  “Statutes are to be construed to give full effect to each word, clause, 
and sentence, so that no word, clause, or sentence is surplusage or void.  [Citations 
omitted] Courts avoid interpretations which would render part of a statute meaningless 
or void [citation omitted] and the presence of surplusage will not be presumed. [citation 
omitted].” Chestnut Corp. v. Pestine, Brinati, Gamer, Ltd., 281 Ill. App. 3d 719, 724 (1st 
Dist. 1996).  See also, Aurora Manor, Inc. v. Department of Public Health, 2012 WL 
4463237, at 3 (1st Dist. 2012).  Further, the more specific statute (here, Regulation 
410.200 regarding when billing adjustments can be and cannot be made for under-
billing) controls over the more general statute (here, Regulation 280.100 regarding 
under-billing in general).  Knolls Condominium Association v. Harris, 202 Ill. 2d 450, 459 
(2002). 

 

V. FINDINGS AND ORDERING PARAGRAPH   

The Commission, having considered the entire record and being fully advised in 
the premises, is of the opinion and finds that: 

(3) ComEd is a “public utility” as defined in the Act;  
 

(4) the Commission has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this 
proceeding;  

 
(5) the findings of fact and conclusions of law reached in the portion of this Order 

under the caption “Commission Analysis and Conclusions” are supported 
by the record and are hereby adopted as findings of fact and findings of 
law; 
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(6) Amcor’s Motion in Limine is granted, and ComEd is prohibited from 
presenting any evidence it obtained from its testing or examination of the 
Replaced Meter on or after April 2009 and/or asserting that the Replaced 
Meter under-billed or the reasons why the Replaced Meter supposedly 
under-billed.  Paragraph 36 of the Stipulation is not entered into evidence 
or part of the record upon which the merits of this case are being decided. 

 
(7) The Stipulation is the entire evidentiary record in this proceeding.  Factual 

assertions made in the parties motions and briefs that are not contained in 
the Stipulation are not considered part of the Record for Decision in this 
case.  

 
(8) Complainant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that Section 

410.200(h)(1) applies to the facts in this situation and thus ComEd is 
prohibited from back-billing Amcor; 

 
(9)Amcor is granted the relief sought in its Formal Complaint filed on January 11, 

2011.  
 

(10) ComEd is prohibited from collecting on its $62,19007 claim for unbilled 
services.   

 
(11) ComEd is directed to issue a corrected bill to Amcor that rescinds it back-

charge of $62,190.07   
 

(12)   
 

(13)   
 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED by the Illinois Commerce Commission that the 
Complaint filed by Amcor Flexibles, Inc. against Commonwealth Edison Company on 
January 12, 2011 is denied. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Commonwealth Edison Company shall accept 
payment on the outstanding balance for the back-bill in installments over at least the 
next 16 months.   

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any petitions, objections, or motions made in 
this proceeding and not otherwise specifically disposed of herein are hereby disposed of 
in a manner consistent with the conclusion contained herein.  

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that subject to the provisions of Section 10-113 of 
the Public Utilities Act and 83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.880, this Order is final, it is not subject 
to the Administrative Review Law.   
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DATED:        December 11, 2013 

BRIEFS ON EXCEPTIONS DUE:     January 3, 2014 

REPLY BRIEFS ON EXCEPTIONS DUE:   January 17, 2014 

 

 

         Sonya Teague Kingsley 
         Administrative Law Judge 


